. Primer Sequences. Position Nucleotide SNP  Position Nucleotide SNP  39  862  G862A  54  486  T486A  79  902  G902A  59  491  C491T  82  905  C905A  68  500  C500A  126  949  A949G  83  515  G515A  129  952  G952C  91  523  T523G  140  963  C963G  104  536  G536  142  965  A965G  106  538  G538A  147  970  C970A  108  540  T540G  150  973  A973T  113  545  C545  156  979  C979A  127  559  G559A  231  1054  A1054G  129  561  A561T  232  1055  A1055G  134  566  T566A  237  1060  C1060T  138  570  G570A  246  1069  G1069C  154  586  G586A  258  1081  G1081  157  589  G589C  259  1082  C1082  158  590  A590G  268  1091  T1091  159  591  A591T  270  1093  G1093  166  598  C598G  271  1094  A1094  167  599  A599T  279  1102  A1102  169  601  T601C  282  1105  T1105  171  603  T603G  283  1106  G1106  178  610  G610A  284  1107  T1107  184  616  A616G  285  1108  A1108  187  619  T619G  301  1124  C1124  197  629  A629  204  636  T636  205  637  G637A  218  650  G650  242  674  T674A  266 698 A698T 
pf-csp pf-ama1

